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HOBIE HISTORY

1950
Hobie Alter shaped 
his first surfboard in 
his parents’ Laguna 
Beach garage.

1958
Hobie teamed up 
with Grubby Clark to 
produce the world’s 
first fiberglass-and-
foam-core boards, 
revolutionizing surfing.

1968
After ample hands-on 
R&D, Hobie introduced a 
lightweight, beachable 
sailing catamaran, the 
Hobie 14.

1966
Recognizing that 
people needed 
better-quality, sport-
specific clothing, 
Hobie started selling 
his now-iconic line 
of sportswear.

1974
Introduced the 
Hobie Hawk remote 
controlled glider.

1982
Reading the water is 
tricky, but Hobie tamed 
reflected light with its line 
of polarized sunglasses.

1970
Classic. The two-person, 
double-trapeze Hobie 16 
became an international 
sensation, instantly sparking 
the “Hobie Way of Life”.

1977
Seeking all-out speed, 
the Hobie 18 delivered 
serious velocity thrills to 
sailors worldwide. 

1954
Demand for Hobie’s 
boards spiked, so he 
opened his first surf 
shop in Dana Point, 
California. 

1962
After witnessing the birth 
of skateboarding, Hobie 
introduced polyurethane 
skateboard wheels—the 
sport’s biggest evolution.

1985
The Hobie 17 redefined 
one-person multihulls, 
rewarding sailors with 
speed, performance 
and power.

1982
The Hobie 33, the 
fastest, sleekest 
monohull in its class.

1987
The Hobie 21 was 
bigger, faster, and 
room for more fun.

1984
The windsurfing scene 
was exploding and 
Hobie contributed 
by distributing Alpha 
sailboards.

1991
The Hobie 20 
immediately became the 
fastest set of hulls afloat, 
testing sailors’ mettle.

1986
Pursuing new ways 
to play, Hobie intro-
duced its first kayak, 
the Alpha Wave ski.

1987
Ladies love watersports, 
so Hobie delivered 
fashion-forward, 
functional women’s 
swimwear.

1994
The Hobie Float Cat 
marked the company’s 
first cast into angling.

1994
The Hobie Wave was 
designed and crafted 
as the perfect, simple, 
rotomolded catamaran.
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1996
Hobie expanded into 
new water and snow 
sports, innovating 
bodyboards, 
snowboards, 
wakeboards and 
waterskis.

1997
The Mirage® Kayak 
became the world’s first 
kayak with a dedicated 
MirageDrive well.

1997
Hobie MirageDrive® delivered 
“A New Way to Kayak,” by 
pedaling instead of paddling.

2000
The Hobie Mirage tandem 
introduced two-person, 
Mirage kayaking 
experience, while offering 
an optional sail kit. 2001

The Mirage Outback 
introduced kayak fishing 
in an SUV package.

2001
Formula 18-class killers, the 
Hobie tiger, followed by 
the Wild Cat, gave sailors 
the foils to dominate race-
courses worldwide.

1996
The Hobie Pursuit kayak 
ushered in a new generation 
of rotomolded polyethylene 
touring kayaks. 

The World is a Waterpark...
and Since 1950 we’ve made  

                   the Best Rides
2008
Hobie landed a 
massive strike with the 
Mirage Pro Angler, a 
feature-laden, angler-
specific boat.

2008
Hobie Bags, totes, 
backpacks, and 
luggage let you 
travel, Hobie style.

2012
Hobie by Hurley 
sportswear brought 
function and style to 
a new level.

2012
Hobie Mirage Pro 
Angler 12— a more 
compact Pro Angler 
with revolutionary 
Vantage Seating.

2006
The versatile Mirage 
Adventure Island 
offered the ability to sail, 
pedal, paddle and play.

2005
stand Up Paddling 
was all the rage and 
Hobie’s SUP’s are the 
best afloat.

2010
The Mirage tandem Island—
the Adventure Island’s big 
brother—delivered serious 
two-person, multi-sport fun.

2000
The Hobie Getaway, 
durable, rotomolded, 
and room for the 
whole family.

2007
The Hobie Mirage i12S was 
the world’s first inflatable 
Mirage series kayak, offering 
travel-friendly fun.

1995
A design ahead of its 
time, the Hobie triFoiler 
dropped jaws with its 
staggering speed.

2002
The Hobie Bravo was 
easy to learn, fun to ride.
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At Hobie, helping people have unforgettable on-the-water 
experiences, ranks supreme. 
We believe that kayaking should be accessible, rewarding and—above all else—fun. 

This starts with locomotion. For many kayakers, long hours of paddling can dampen 

their fun factor, and paddle splashes can startle fish and wildlife. So we asked a hard 

question: why labor to pull with your arms when it’s infinitely more efficient to push 

with your legs? 

The genius behind the Hobie MirageDrive’s double-scissor action was developed by 

carefully studying how penguins swim. Our engineers realized that these amazing 

birds’ efficient fin stroke was a perfect solution to powering your kayak. After countless 

hours of R&D and miles of on-the-water pedaling, our breakthrough design linked 

a pair of cockpit-mounted pedals to a set of powerful underwater fins that are 

constructed out of a flexible, durable plastic. When pedaled, the fins flex to assume 

the shape of a propeller blade, scissoring back and forth on both the front stroke and 

the back stroke, yielding a smooth, efficient ride. 

Hobie’s innovative MirageDrive propelled kayaking into a brave new era by 

combining the ease and go-all-day endurance of flatland cycling with the joys of 

kayaking. Whether it’s punching across an exposed patch of water, exploring new 

casting grounds, or nosing through a mangrove forest at sunset, Hobie’s MirageDrive 

delivers snappy, reliable performance, confidence-inspiring power and all-day 

efficiency. But this is only one element of what makes kayaking, Hobie-style, so sweet. 

Here’s an overview of the other innovative features that have made Hobie 

Kayaks world-renowned:

HOBIE MIRAGE SERIES

Hobie Kayaks—
The Sweetest Ride Afloat

1. MirageDrive
Hobie’s MirageDrive was borne of the theory that it’s easier to push something 
with your legs (big muscles) than it is to pull it with your upper-body (smaller 
muscles). On Hobie Mirage Series kayaks, traditional paddles are included 
but optional. Instead, two pedals—fitted to levers just forward of your seat—
are attached to powerful underwater fins via the MirageDrive’s efficient gear 
mechanism. When pedaled, these flexible fins assume the shape of a propeller 
blade, providing forward motion with each pedal stroke. And because the 
pliable fin inverts its shape on the back stroke, each pedal stroke distributes 
power evenly, moving you quickly through the water while keeping your boat 
tracking evenly. Plus, the durable fins “feather” with 
water flow when they’re not being used, reducing 
drag; they also lay flush against the hull for exploring 
skinny-water spots or for beaching. Simply slide the 
MirageDrive into its well, lock it in place with its “Click 
and Go” system and you’re off on a Hobie adventure.

2
3
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14. Twist and Stow Rudder
Hobie’s Twist and Stow Rudder 
is there when you need it, gone 
when you don’t. Simply pull one 
of the T-shaped control handles 
to engage or disengage the 
retractable-rudder system. 
Fingertip-operated steering is 
fitted near your left hand, making 
driving a snap.

2. Molded Carrying Handles
In the real world, details are everything. Ergonomic 
handles fitted to stainless padeyes (bow and stern) 
make portaging easier and more comfortable.

3. Large Covered 
Bow Hatch
Enables easy access 
to the bow’s stowage 
compartment. A security 
strap with a detachable 
clip tethers the hatch; 
abovedeck, Bungee® 
cords secure extra gear.

4. Sail Mount
Harness the wind and your 
horizons expand infinitely. The 
optional Mirage Sail Kit’s 
mast securely steps onto a 
deck-mounted fitting. Enjoy 
added power without 
complication; Mirage 
Sail Kits make sailing 
fun and easy.

5. Two-piece Paddle
with Fiberglass Shaft
Negotiate surf-strewn beaches and rocky 
inlets with additional confidence, or go 
old school and paddle for an upper 
body workout. Conveniently clips onto 
the hull when not needed.

6. Mesh-covered Stowage Pockets
Easy access and safe stowage for the 
things you reach 
for most. Never 
miss that photo 
op again!

10. Mid-Boat Carrying Handles
These ergonomic handles are bolted onto either 
side of the kayak’s cockpit, making it easier to 
negotiate launching ramps or transport. 

11. High-Back Padded Seat with 
Inflatable Lumbar Support 
Self-inflating lumbar support, thick padding, and easily 
adjustable straps provide comfort and good posture...
essential ingredients for a smooth, comfortable ride.

12. Fishing Rod Holders
These molded-in holsters securely tote your 
rods, are perfectly angled for trolling and can 
accommodate a gaff, nets and other gear.

13. Cargo Area
Big adventures demand plenty of gear. 
These molded areas and Bungee tie-
downs ensure that it’s still there when you 
get to camp.

7. Drink Holder
Cold, hot or somewhere in between— we’ve got a convenient 
spot for your favorite beverage.

8. Rudder Control
Soft handle makes fingertip steering easy.

9. Twist and Seal Hatch
An efficient corkscrew mechanism ratchets down this hatch, 
keeping stowed items secure irrespective of the 
sea state. The lid is permanently attached 
to its base via a hinge, so you don’t 
have to worry about leaving it at last 
night’s campground.
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MIRAGE SPORT

Looking for one kayak that can entertain most of the family? If so, meet the Hobie 

Mirage Sport, a do-it-all touring, fishing and sailing (with the optional Sail package) 

kayak that’s as easy to use as it is to store and maintain. A lightweight, rotomolded 

polyethylene hull encourages fun on the water, easy beaching, and its movable seat 

accommodates kayakers of all heights. Hobie’s MirageDrive pedal-power delivers 

efficient primary propulsion to your favorite location.
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sPECs:
Crew: 1
length*: 9' 7" / 2.92 m

Width*: 29.5" / 0.75 m

Capacity*: 225 lbs / 102 kg

Fitted Hull Weight*: 53 lbs / 24.04 kg

Fully Rigged Weight*: 66.3 lbs / 30.07 kg

Hull Construction: Rotomolded Polyethylene
*Refer to website for complete details

The versatile Mirage Sport
             plays to all audiences.
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MIRAGE OUTBACK

All kayaks are created equal, right? Hardly. 

Peer closer at the Hobie Mirage Outback 

and the distinction between lesser kayaks 

becomes obvious. Stand-out features 

include a nearly indestructible rotomolded 

polyethylene hull, a MirageDrive for paddle-

free touring, ample above- and belowdeck 

stowage, a Twist and Stow rudder for finger-

tip steerage, and multiple molded-in rod 

holders. Best yet, a beamy hull provides form 

stability, allowing you to cast—or land the 

big one—without rocking the boat.
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sPECs:
Crew: 1
length*: 12' 1" / 3.68 m

Width*: 33" / 0.84 m

Capacity*: 400 lbs / 181 kg

Fitted Hull Weight*: 75 lbs / 34.02 kg

Fully Rigged Weight*: 88.3 lbs / 40.05 kg

Hull Construction: Rotomolded Polyethylene
*Refer to website for complete details

The Outback boasts the 
functionality, stability and utility 
to get the job done.
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MIRAGE REVOLUTION® 11

Whether it’s a day of casting, sailing, 
or capturing your next shot, the 
Revolution 11 has you covered.
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Modeled after the popular Hobie Revolution 13, the “Revo 11” sports a fast-yet-stable hull, Hobie’s 

innovative MirageDrive, generous belowdeck stowage, myriad on-deck lashing opportunities and an 

optional sailing kit, giving you the ability to go whenever the mood strikes. The Revolution 11’s lightweight 

hull rewards energy input with quick acceleration and her tight turning radius allows you to adroitly stalk 

fish and confidently explore reefs. Ideal for small-to-midsize kayakers.

sPECs:
Crew: 1
length*: 11' 6" / 3.51 m

Width*: 29" / 0.74 m

Capacity*: 275 lbs / 125 kg

Fitted Hull Weight*: 57 lbs / 25.85 kg

Fully Rigged Weight*: 70.3 lbs / 31.89 kg

Hull Construction: Rotomolded Polyethylene
*Refer to website for complete details
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MIRAGE REVOLUTION 13

Kayaking form and function 

     intertwine with the Revolution 13
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Some kayaks are specialists, others generalists. The Hobie Revolution 13 is both. Whether you’re seeking a 

floating SUV or a dragster, the “Revo 13” stands ready. Featuring a lightweight, rotomolded polyethylene 

hull form, the “Revo 13” maintains pace with minimal effort—key for trips of all varieties. The optional Sail 

package provides an alternative to paddling or pedaling the MirageDrive, and the Revo 13’s rod holders 

and padded seat provide all-day amenities. Game on!

sPECs:
Crew: 1
length*: 13' 5" / 4.09 m

Width*: 28.5" / 0.72 m

Capacity*: 350 lbs / 159 kg

Fitted Hull Weight*: 69.5 lbs / 31.52 kg

Fully Rigged Weight*: 82.8 lbs / 37.56 kg

Hull Construction: Rotomolded Polyethylene
*Refer to website for complete details
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Serenity. If you ditch the noisy outboard, you avoid 

telegraphing your presence to resident fish; when you trade 

a heavy, bulky fishing boat for a nimble, svelte kayak, shallows 

and reefs become casual casting grounds. Pedal instead 

of paddle and you liberate your hands to net the big one. 

Combine everything and odds are excellent that you’ll land 

more fish—while having more fun doing it—through the 

ultimate fishing experience.

Well-developed, user-friendly design defines every Hobie 

kayak: Rod holders where you need them; abundant 

stowage and cargo space; adjustable, ergonomic seats and 

the ability to quickly and quietly cover ground. Even with 

so many standard features, we know from experience that 

customizing your rig is as important as personally knowing 

every fly in your tackle box. Hobie’s line of Fishing Accessories 

provides you with a full compliment of fish-nabbing tools that 

help custom tailor the look and utility of your ride.

A New Way to Fish in the same familiar places.

HOBIE MIRAGE SERIES

Why fish from a 

    Hobie Mirage?

1a. Anchor Kit
Three-pound folding anchor, 50 feet of line and a 

storage bag. [Connect to Hobie Anchor Trolley Kit 

for best results.]

1b. Stake-Out Pole
Easily maintain your position in shallows and 

currents with Hobie’s Stake-Out Pole. The fiberglass 

pole is equipped with a metal tip, a rubber grip 

and an attachment-line system. [Connect to 

Hobie Anchor Trolley Kit for best results.]
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1c. Drift Chute
Cone-shaped sea anchor sets in the water to slow your drift 

when it’s windy, or when anchoring isn’t possible. [Connect to 

Hobie Anchor Trolley Kit for best results.]

1d. Anchor Trolley
Closed-loop line that runs the length of the rail—passing through 

bow and stern pulleys—that makes it easy to deploy your anchor, 

Drift Chute or Stake-Out Pole from the cockpit and then slide its 

attachment point fore or aft. Quickly change your upstream or 

downstream orientation to an anchor. Ties off via a cleat. 

2. Fishfinder Package
This state-of-the-art fish-finding kit—specially designed 

for kayak fishing—is a must-have for serious anglers. Our 

Fishfinder Package includes a Lowrance® X-4 Pro Fishfinder 

with Dual-Search 83/200 kHz technology, a RAM® mount, and 

a user-friendly 

installation kit. 

If you want 

to catch fish, 

you need this 

onboard. 

3. Ram Rod Tube
With the Ram Rod Tube, your rod is always at arm’s 

reach. Great for trolling in both salt and freshwater.

4. Gear Buckets
This drop-in tackle box is designed to integrate 

with Hobie’s 8" Twist and Seal hatch to keep you 

organized. Keep 

your kit handy 

with a Gear 

Bucket.

5. Ultimate Kayak 
Navigation Package
Hobie’s Navigation Package 

has you covered, whether 

you’re pedaling through 

pea-soup coastal fog or 

investigating a new inland 

lake. Features a cutting-edge 

Lowrance GPS “Endura 

Outback”, a RAM Mount, and 

a Ritchie® Compass.

6. Hobie Livewell
The quiet-yet-capable Hobie Livewell 

is both efficient and effective. 

Features a high-flow, self-priming 

Attwood pump, a six-volt gel cell 

battery and charger, an adjustable 

drain, and a tank capacity of eight 

gallons.

7. Rod Leash
Replacing a lost rod is 

no trivial purchase; safeguard your 

investment with Hobie’s Rod Leash. The quick-

connect hook and heavy-duty, elasticized 

webbing are effective and unobtrusive. 

8. Rod Holder Extension
Rod Holder Extensions fit into your boat’s 

molded-in rod holders for added rod 

security. The unit’s large-diameter sleeve 

is wider and deeper than the molded-in 

holder and can accommodate virtually 

any kit.

9. Safety Kit
Fishing involves plenty 

of sharp objects, so be 

prepared with Hobie’s 

Safety Kit. The 33-piece 

first-aid kit includes all of the 

essentials and fits into an 8" Twist and Seal hatch. 

10. Safety Flag
Spotting kayaks and kayakers from other boats is 

tricky because we sit so low on the water. Increase 

your visibility with this four-foot tall orange safety 

pole and pennant. Especially important in heavily 

trafficked areas.
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MIRAGE OUTFITTER

Smooth, stable and built for two, 

the Outfitter is designed for fun.
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Fun alone and even more fun with a friend, the Hobie Mirage Outfitter is the ideal all-day 

boat. The design brief was simple: to create an easy-to-use, performance-minded, rotomolded 

polyethylene kayak that would provide years of reliable service. Built-in drink holders and utility 

trays, dual helms and MirageDrives—plus a mast step for the optional Sail package—give the 

Outfitter serious legs, and the boat’s wide beam, relative to its tidy length, delivers a stable, 

stowable and comfortable platform. 

sPECs:
Crew: 1-2

length*: 12' 8" / 3.86 m

Width*: 34" / 0.86 m

Capacity*: 425 lbs / 193 kg

Fitted Hull Weight*: 86 lbs / 39.01 kg

Fully Rigged Weight*: 111.6 lbs / 50.62 kg

Hull Construction: Rotomolded Polyethylene
*Refer to website for complete details
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MIRAGE OASIS®

Long, feature-filled, and designed to perform just right, the Oasis boasts quick acceleration 

and impressive cruising speeds, without sacrificing its capacity for hauling gear. Three 

enclosed stowage areas, a generous on-deck cargo area that’s ready for an optional Hobie 

Livewell—plus molded rod holders—provide maximum flexibility when it comes to choosing 

adventures big and small. Whether it’s a long weekend of float casting with friends or 

camping with the family, the Oasis gets the job done in style and comfort.
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Whether solo or with a friend, 
               you’ll be amazed at how well 
                     the Oasis performs.

sPECs:
Crew: 1-2

length*: 14' 6" / 4.42 m

Width*: 33" / 0.84 m

Capacity*: 550 lbs / 249 kg

Fitted Hull Weight*: 89 lbs / 40.37 kg

Fully Rigged Weight*: 114.6 lbs / 51.98 kg

Hull Construction: Rotomolded Polyethylene
*Refer to website for complete details
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MIRAGE ADVENTURE

the Adventure 
opens up a new 
world of touring 
possibilities
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Sleek. The Hobie Mirage Adventure boasts a long, lean undercarriage that’s low on drag and big on 

speed, allowing you to glide along at speeds that are typically reserved for far more fragile kayaks. 

But instead of requiring constant doting, the Adventure’s rugged, rotomolded polyethylene hull stands 

ready to brave any beach. Consider the Adventure’s range and speed—coupled with creature 

comforts such as ergonomic carrying handles and its comfortable, high-backed seat—and the 

advantages are obvious. With a 16' hull design for touring at speed plus MirageDrive power, covering 

distance with ease is the Adventure’s game. 

sPECs:
Crew: 1
length*: 16' / 4.88 m

Width*: 27.5" / 0.7 m

Capacity*: 350 lbs / 159 kg

Fitted Hull Weight*: 75.5 lbs / 34.25 kg

Fully Rigged Weight*: 88.8 lbs / 40.28 kg

Hull Construction: Rotomolded Polyethylene 
*Refer to website for complete details
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MIRAGE ADVENTURE ISLAND

the Adventure Island blends timeless   

               design with Hobie innovation
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Kayaks and trimarans provide truly outstanding ways of enjoying the water—the Hobie Mirage 

Adventure Island combines these joys in one easy-to-use package. Detach the crossbars, akas and 

amas and you have an adventure-touring kayak; reattach it all, step the rig and you have a nimble 

trimaran. A roller-furling, vertically battened mainsail provides lift, a daggerboard prevents lateral slip, 

and the amas tuck parallel against the rotomolded polyethylene hull for docking. Multiple hatches 

and on-deck stowage encourage multi-day adventures, and the MirageDrive offers paddle-free 

locomotion when kayaking or when the wind scatters, making it easy to get home.

sPECs:
Crew: 1
length*: 16' / 4.88 m

Beam w/ Amas Out: 9' 4' / 2.84 m

Beam w/ Amas Folded In: 42" / 1.06 m

Capacity*: 350 lbs / 159 kg

Fitted Hull Weight*: 86.5 lbs / 39.24 kg

Fully Rigged Weight*: 115 lbs / 52.16 kg

Mast length: 15' 2" / 4.62 m

sail Area: 57.5 ft2 / 5.34 m2

Hull Construction: Rotomolded Polyethylene
*Refer to website for complete details

stANDARD FEAtUREs:
• Hobie Mirage Adventure kayak hull

• MirageDrive with Turbo Fins

• Two color-coordinated amas

• Deck-mounted, detachable aka crossbars

• Fully-battened, boomless mainsail

• Daggerboard

• Patented roller-reefing sail with full-length vertical battens

• Two-piece mast

• Full-length mast/sail storage bag

• Harken blocks

• All lines and sailing hardware

• Kick-up Island rudder

• Two-piece paddle with fiberglass shaft

• Adjustable high-back padded seat with inflatable lumbar support

• Large covered bow hatch with Bungee tie-downs

• Two 8" “Twist and Seal” hatches 

• Gear bucket 

• Stern cargo area with Bungee tie-downs A
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OPtIONs:
Plug-in cart, Dodger, Livewell, Aka Trampoline kit, 

Navigation package, Hobie eVolve™ powered by 

Torqeedo electric motor kit, Aluminum trailer (can adapt 

for one or two Islands), Beach Wheels/Dolly

Join the 
Hobie Island Club

hobiecat.com/hobieislandclub
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MIRAGE ISLAND SERIES
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The feeling is unmistakable: The puff tickles 
the back of your neck and your Hobie 
Island Series boat immediately reacts. 
The sail fills, the leeward ama float presses into the water (keeping 

the boat stable and flat), and your boat speed spikes. Closing 

speeds quicken, yet steerage and controls are all mere fingertip 

affairs thanks to the boat’s large Kick-up Rudder and its simple-

but-effective sheeting scheme. Soon, you’re flying across your local 

waters, an infectious grin spreading as your pace quickens. The 

feeling of balance, power and fun are impressive, and the boat’s 

simple-but-sophisticated rig and slick ama design ensure years of 

good times. 

But how did this clever, multidimensional boat come into existence? 

It all started when Hobie revolutionized multi-sport kayaking 

by introducing the Adventure Island (AI), an expedition-worthy, 

MirageDrive-driven touring kayak that easily transforms into a sweet-

sailing, Polynesian-style trimaran. Just attach the carefully designed 

akas (crossbeams) and amas (floats), step the boomless sailing rig 

and you’re off—it’s that simple. 

We later expanded this same level of fun and adventure with the 

Tandem Island (TI), the AI’s two-person big brother. The TI features 

plush seats, two MirageDrives, fingertip steering in both cockpits, and 

a shared design philosophy that emphasizes big fun and years of 

excellent return-on-investment, while also providing another exciting 

way of enjoying the water. Factor-in all-day comfort, serious speed 

and ample stowage space and the only remaining questions are 

“with who” and “where”.
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1. sailplan
Island Series boats feature square-topped, boomless, roller-furling 
mainsails with vertically orientated battens that provide excellent 
lift, sail shape and speed at all points of sail. By adding sailcloth at 
the top of the sail, Hobie’s designers reduced aerodynamic drag 
(just like modern jet airplanes that use “winglet” extensions). The 
vertically orientated battens help support this extra leech area, 
and the easy-to-trim boomless sail makes tacking and gybing 
a matter of swinging your bow or stern through the breeze. And 
should the winds pipe up or dwindle, the sail features a roller-
furling mechanism that easily allows you to adjust how much 
sailcloth you’re flying—just pull a line and its done.

2. two-Piece Carbon-Fiber Rig
The boat’s two-piece carbon-fiber mast helps to eliminate 
weight aloft (thus reducing the boat’s tendency to heel) and it 
also ensures plenty of strength in the rig on blustery fall or spring 
days. Best yet, the stiff carbon-fiber tube helps provide the ideal 
sail shape—irrespective of wind conditions—while remaining 
featherweight, allowing sailors of all strengths to easily step the rig.

3. sail Mount
Simply drop the mast into its dedicated sleeve, click-it in 
place with its built-in locking mechanism, hook in the clew, 
sheet in and start sailing.
 

4. Akas
Hobie’s Island Series boats are designed to provide maximum multi-sport versatility and 
the Adventure-series aka crossbars are a big part of this magic. These easy-to-use bars 
allow you to quickly and safely attach the ama floats, which convert the Adventure-series 
kayaks into capable trimarans. Quick-release clips allow for easy set-up and takedown, 
while the aka crossbars are designed to be strong and durable. Dedicated clips and 
straps holster unused paddles,  plus you can add optional tramps for more deck space.

5. Diagonal Crossbars
These struts provide support for the aka crossbeams and are designed to easily 
unclip, allowing the ama float to swing flush against the hull for docking, boarding or 
trailer transport. 

6. Amas
Instead of relying on a heavy, cumbersome keel to keep a monohull 
flat, trimarans use amas, which prevent the boat from capsizing by 
presenting a wide platform with plenty of buoyancy on either side (port 
and starboard). Hobie’s aerodynamically designed amas easily attach to 
the aka connection trunks via Bungee loops and provide plenty of form 
stability, regardless of wind speed. Hobie’s amas (and the main hull) are 
built out of sturdy, rotomolded polyethylene, which removes all the worry 
from docking and beaching and ensures years of great use. 

7. MirageDrive with turbo Fins
Two pedals—fitted to levers just forward of your seat—are attached 
to powerful underwater fins via an efficient gear mechanism. When 
pedaled, these flexible fins assume the shape of a propeller blade, 
providing forward motion. Then, on the backstroke, the pliable fin 
inverts its shape, distributing power evenly and keeping your boat 
tracking straight. The durable fins can “feather” to reduce drag and 
they can lay flush against the hull for beaching. Slide the MirageDrive 
into its well, secure it with its “Click and Go” system and you’re off.

With the Hobie Island Series
         the options are endless... and so is the fun.

8. Centerboard
Prevent lateral slippage with this easily deployed 
centerboard. Just pull the handle knob up and slide 
forward to retract the blade for beaching, transporting 
or off-the-breeze angles.

9. Cargo Area
Molded-in, on-deck storage area accommodates extra 
equipment and holds it fast via Bungee tie-downs.
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MIRAGE TANDEM ISLAND

The puff hits and the Hobie Mirage Tandem Island’s 

leeward ama chisels into the water, its efficient, 

square-topped mainsail immediately translating 

increased wind speed into extra boat speed. The 

Tandem Island’s two-piece carbon-fiber rig minimizes 

weight aloft—thus stiffening the ride—and both 

cockpits are fitted with steerage and sail-handling 

controls, allowing sailors of all abilities to share the 

experience. Best yet, the crossbars, amas, akas and 

rig are easily stripped, converting the Tandem Island’s 

rotomolded polyethylene hull into a highly efficient, 

pedal-or paddle-powered touring kayak with 

enough hatches and on-deck stowage 

for multi-day escapes.
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sPECs:
Crew: 2

length*: 18' 6" / 5.64 m

Beam w/ Amas Out: 10' / 3.05 m

Beam w/ Amas Folded In: 4' / 1.22 m

Capacity*: 600 lbs / 272 kg

Fitted Hull Weight*: 124 lbs / 56.25 kg

Fully Rigged Weight*: 190 lbs / 86.18 kg

Mast length: 18' / 5.49 m

sail Area: 90 ft2 / 8.4 m2

Hull Construction: Rotomolded Polyethylene
*Refer to website for complete details
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stANDARD FEAtUREs:
• Two MirageDrives with Turbo Fins

• Two-piece carbon-fiber mast

• Roller-furling, boomless mainsail

• Easily retractable/removable, color-coordinated amas

• Deck-mounted aka crossbars

• Built-in, fully retractable, kick-up centerboard

• Kick-up Island rudder

• Fingertip steering control at both cockpits

• Sheets lead to both cockpits

• Two high-back padded seats with inflatable lumbar support 

• Two 2-piece paddles with on-aka storage

• Harken blocks

• All lines and sailing hardware

• Rear cargo compartment with Bungee tie-downs

• Large forward storage hatch

• Three 8" “Twist and Seal” hatches 

• Two molded-in rod holders 

• Four mesh-covered stowage pockets 

• Four cup/bottle holders 

• Four molded carrying handles 

Grab a partner and    
                   enjoy the ride.

OPtIONs:
Plug-in cart, Dodger, Aka Trampoline kit, Navigation 

package, Livewell, Hobie eVolve powered by Torqeedo 

electric motor kit, Aluminum trailer, Beach Wheels/Dolly

Join the 
Hobie Island Club

hobiecat.com/hobieislandclub
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MIRAGE PRO ANGLER 12
Carrying handle

Front hatch w/ removable liner

Carrying handle

8" Twist and Seal hatch 
w/ gear bucket

Accessory mount

Rudder access

Anchor Trolley 
system ready

Large Twist and Seal hatch
w/ retracting tackle 
management system

Grip pads

Dual steering

Livewell ready cargo area
w/ Bungee tie-downs

Replaceable mounting boards

Horizontal rod storage

Fully adjustable Hobie 
Vantage seating

Under seat tackle 
storage

Mesh-covered
stowage pockets

MirageDrive w/ Turbo fins

Mid-boat 
carrying handles

Vertical rod holders

Pro Angler Features:

Anchor Trolley system ready
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The most versatile fishing boat 
                         we’ve ever designed

When the angling agenda calls for a stable, capable and budget-friendly kayak, the Hobie Mirage 

Pro Angler 12 stands ready. Its innovative rotomolded polyethylene hull form allows you to confidently 

stand and cast, and its fishing-specific deck configuration accommodates six rods (two vertically; four 

horizontally) while allowing immediate access to tackle. Generous bow stowage swallows gear, and the 

Livewell-ready, Bungee-secured stern cargo area increases versatility. A Turbo Fin-equipped MirageDrive 

enables efficient locomotion, and the adjustable Vantage seat comfortably supports big adventures.

sPECs:
Crew: 1
length*: 12' / 3.66 m

Width*: 36" / 0.91 m

Capacity*: 500 lbs / 227 kg

Fitted Hull Weight*: 98 lbs / 44.4 kg

Fully Rigged Weight*: 120 lbs / 54.4 kg

Hull Construction: Rotomolded Polyethylene
*Refer to website for complete details

Fully Adjustable,
Easily Removable
Vantage seating

large twist and seal hatch with pivoting 
tackle management system and under-
seat tackle storage

“lowrance Ready” built-in transducer 
mount with pre-installed through-hull 
cable plugs
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MIRAGE PRO ANGLER 14

Fish be warned: the Hobie Mirage Pro Angler 14 excels at helping anglers land 

prizes of every fin, stripe and color. Whether it’s a day of drift casting, dry flying, 

or exploring new saltwater haunts, the boat’s super-stable, standing-friendly, 

rotomolded polyethylene hull encourages all styles of fishing. The Pro Angler 14’s 

feature-laden deck packs the essentials—from an easy-to-reach cutting board, 

to the fully adjustable Vantage Seat, to stowage for multiple Plano® tackle 

boxes—for years of blissful fishing.
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Purpose-designed to 

     help you catch fish

sPECs:
Crew: 1
length*: 13' 8" / 4.17 m

Width*: 38" / 0.97 m

Capacity*: 600 lbs / 272 kg

Fitted Hull Weight*: 110 lbs / 49.9 kg

Fully Rigged Weight*: 138 lbs / 62.6 kg

Hull Construction: Rotomolded Polyethylene
*Refer to website for complete details
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MIRAGE INFLATABLE i9S

The Hobie i-Series combines the MirageDrive with an 

innovative inflatable hull. Perfect for the kayaker who is 

short on space or storage. Hobie inflatables pack nicely 

within their rolling travel bag 

and come with a supplied 

pump. They can fit in the trunk 

of your car, on your boat, in 

your RV–you can even take 

them on your next vacation. 

Hobie Mirage Inflatables– 
convenience, portability 
and a great ride.

Rolling travel bag

Easlily fold up 
for storage

Inflate with 
the supplied 
pump
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sPECs:
Crew: 1
length*: 9' / 2.74 m

Width*: 36" / 0.91 m

Capacity*: 325 lbs / 147 kg

Fitted Hull Weight*: 48.5 lbs / 22 kg

Fully Rigged Weight*: 66.5 lbs / 30.16 kg

Bag Dimensions: 30" x 25" x 12" / 76 x 64 x 30 cm

Hull Construction: 1000 Denier PVC
*Refer to website for complete details

Hobie’s i9S was specifically designed for would-be kayakers who are shy on spare acreage but 

who dream of spending their time kayaking, fishing or sailing (via the optional Sail package). The 

i9S’ on-the-water performance rivals that of rigid boats, and its rugged, PVC-vinyl construction and 

reinforced underside eliminate fears of rocky beaches. A wheeled travel case makes transporting a 

snap and enables stowage on an RV, car or yacht.
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MIRAGE INFLATABLE i12S
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Not too big, not too small and infinitely transportable, the i12S packs a lot of boat into a small 

package. Its well-proportioned, PVC-vinyl hull offers speed without sacrificing stability, and an 

enclosed forward hatch and an above-deck, Bungee-secured storage area provide generous 

hauling capacity—perfect for weekend escapes or provisioning trips ashore from the family cruiser. 

The i12S’ MirageDrive delivers all-day comfort and performance.

sPECs:
Crew: 1
length*: 12' / 3.66 m

Width*: 36" / 0.91 m

Capacity*: 500 lbs / 227 kg

Fitted Hull Weight*: 61.5 lbs / 27.9 kg

Fully Rigged Weight*: 80.5 lbs / 36.51 kg

Bag Dimensions: 36" x 25" x 12" / 91 x 64 x 30 cm

Hull Construction: 1000 Denier PVC
*Refer to website for complete details
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MIRAGE INFLATABLE i14T
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sPECs:
Crew: 1-2

length*: 14' / 4.3 m

Width*: 36" / 0.91 m

Capacity*: 550 lbs / 249 kg

Fitted Hull Weight*: 70.5 lbs / 31.98 kg

Fully Rigged Weight*: 102 lbs / 46.26 kg

Bag Dimensions: 48" x 25" x 12" / 122 x 64 x 30 cm

Hull Construction: 1000 Denier PVC
*Refer to website for complete details

Wonderful alone, even better with a friend or family member, the Hobie i14T is the ultimate two-

person, inflatable touring kayak. Two MirageDrives simplify locomotion, and an optional Sail 

package enables you to enjoy everything from a sunrise paddle to an all-day, multi-sport adventure. 

The i14T’s wheeled stowage bag and its pump make hauling, storing and inflating the boat a snap, 

and its rugged, PVC-vinyl build and rubberized underside—coupled with its easy-to-grip carrying 

handles—facilitate smooth launching, landing and portaging. 
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PADDLE SERIES
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PADDLE SERIES LANAI

sPECs:
Crew: 1
length*: 9' / 2.74 m

Width*: 30" / .76 m

Capacity*: 250 lbs / 113 kg

Fitted Hull Weight*: 45.5 lbs / 20.64 kg 

Fully Rigged Weight*: 50.7 lbs / 23.00 kg

Hull Construction: Rotomolded Polyethylene
*Refer to website for complete details

Small, sporty and nimble, the Hobie Lanai glides smoothly and efficiently, despite its diminutive 

waterline measurement. A clever, rotomolded polyethylene hull maximizes form stability while 

minimizing drag, and the boat’s clean deck layout emphasizes paddling bliss while stripping all 

unnecessary clutter. The Lanai’s 9-foot bow-to-stern length is ideal for shorter paddlers but it also 

accommodates taller kayakers thanks to its molded foot braces. And at only 45 pounds, the 

Lanai is easy to car-top, trailer or even walk to the beach.
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PADDLE SERIES QUEST 11

sPECs:
Crew: 1

length*: 11' 1" / 3.38 m

Width*: 29" / 0.74 m 

Capacity*: 300 lbs / 136 kg

Fitted Hull Weight*: 52.5 lbs / 23.81 kg 

Fully Rigged Weight*: 57.7 lbs / 26.17 kg

Hull Construction: Rotomolded Polyethylene
*Refer to website for complete details

Everything you need—nothing extraneous. This simple-but-powerful philosophy defines the Hobie Quest 11, 

a classic, paddle-powered casting kayak that’s designed to go anywhere, anytime. A rotomolded 

polyethylene hull, adjustable foot braces and a super-comfy seat ensure a comfortable ride, while the 

boat’s tidy geometry emphasizes efficient hydrodynamics. The Quest 11’s angler-friendly pedigree 

includes covered bow stowage, molded rod holders and a generous stern cargo area that allows you 

to haul everything from optional tackle and crate systems to a Hobie Livewell. 
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PADDLE SERIES QUEST 13

sPECs:
Crew: 1
length*: 13' / 3.96 m

Width*: 28.5" / 0.72 m

Capacity*: 350 lbs / 159 kg

Fitted Hull Weight*: 66 lbs / 29.94 kg 

Fully Rigged Weight*: 71.2 lbs / 32.30 kg

Hull Construction: Rotomolded Polyethylene
*Refer to website for complete details

While the Quest 13 is ideal for touring and exploring, you only have to cast once to understand its value 

as a potent angling tool. The rotomolded polyethylene hull features generous belowdeck stowage, 

ample space for tackle boxes or tents, plus molded rod holders for trolling. A large, Bungee-secured 

stern cargo area accommodates everything from optional tackle to a Hobie Livewell, and an optional 

Twist and Stow rudder with foot steering control keeps the bow pointed in the right direction. 
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PADDLE SERIES KONA

sPECs:
Crew: 1-2

length*: 11' 6" / 3.51 m

Width*: 34" / 0.86 m

Capacity*: 425 lbs / 193 kg

Fitted Hull Weight*: 67.5 lbs / 30.62 kg 

Fully Rigged Weight*: 77.5 lbs / 35.15 kg

Hull Construction: Rotomolded Polyethylene
*Refer to website for complete details

The Hobie Kona is a round peg that fits many different holes: in two-person configuration, it provides a 

stable ride and snappy, spin-in-a-second performance; when paddling alone, the boat’s molded center 

seat keeps the boat sitting on her lines. The Kona’s rotomolded polyethylene hull couples a wide beam with 

a relatively short waterline, delivering the responsive, stable performance usually found on longer boats. 

Carrying handles and on-hull paddle storage simplify portaging, and the deluxe, adjustable padded seats 

support your back and encourage longer excursions.
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PADDLE SERIES ODYSSEY

sPECs:
Crew: 1-2

length*: 14' / 4.27 m

Width*: 33" / 0.84 m

Capacity*: 550 lbs / 249 kg

Fitted Hull Weight*: 78.5 lbs / 35.61 kg 

Fully Rigged Weight*: 88.5 lbs / 40.14 kg

Hull Construction: Rotomolded Polyethylene
*Refer to website for complete details

The Hobie Odyssey is the ultimate one- or two-person paddling kayak that rewards clean strokes 

with range, speed and performance tracking. While the Odyssey carries a trim width relative to its 

sleek, 14-foot waterline, its cleverly designed rotomolded polyethylene hull provides ample form 

stability for casting, catching or getting a novice out on the water. Its impressive payload and smart 

deck configuration provide plenty of space for crew members and equipment, and the center 

seat ensures proper balance for solo outings.
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HOBIE KAYAKING ACCESSORIES

Roof Rack Pads
Keep your boats looking sharp with Hobie’s 
Roof Rack Pads. Split-bottom design with 
Velcro™ closure system ensures easy-on, 
easy-off operation.
#72045-24" – Roof Rack pads (Pair)
#72046-36" – Roof Rack pads (Pair)

Ultimate Kayak 
Navigation Package
Lowrance GPS, RAM GPS mount, 
Ritchie Compass
#72020033 – Ultimate Kayak Navigation Package

Hobie luggage
Popular Hobie luggage items. A backpack, 
rolling duffle and an expandable rolling 
suitcase are just the thing for the Hobie traveler!

Hats
#5024XX  – Aussie hats (XX = size - MD or LG)
#5025MF  – Hat microfiber w/ neck flap
#5026BM  – Beanie Men's black
#5026BW  – Beanie Women's white
#5018GM  – Ball Cap Grey Mesh
#5018RM  – Ball Cap Red Mesh
#5018BK  – Ball Cap Black/Red
#5018BL  – Ball Cap Blue/Gold

Mirage Performance Package
ST Turbo fins, large rudder, Speedo Tube
#72020024 – Mirage Performance Package

Plug-In Heavy-Duty Cart
Highest-capacity cart with very durable knobby 
wheels. Welded stainless steel frame. Wheels are 
easily removable for storage. Also includes cart 
keeper feature and cart clamps.
(225 lbs capacity). 
#80046001 – Heavy Duty Cart
Other carts available for different terrain.

tie-Down straps
Keep your boat where you put it with these 
strong and durable tie-down straps. Metal 
fasteners make it easy to secure boats without 
prerequisite knot-mastery skills.
#72042 – 12' Tie-Downs (Pair)
#72043 – 15' Tie-Downs (Pair)

sunglasses
Never miss another wind shift, wave set or 
fish strike with Hobie’s Polarized Sunglasses. 
These stylie shades help you see better by 
eliminating glare.
#1565BLK – Escondido
#1562BLK – Playa

travel Package
Standard plug-in cart, tie-down 
straps, roof rack pads
#72020025 – Travel Package

sport shirts
#3857XX – White long sleeve red logo
#3858XX – White short sleeve red logo
#3859XX – White women's V-neck short 
 sleeve blue logo
 (XX = size)

safety Package
Hobie Safety Kit, Safety flag, 
HydroStar light
#72020026 – Safety Package

Waterwear
It’s simple math: match your clothing to the 
conditions and you’ll have more fun. Hobie 
Waterwear is ideal for sailing and kayaking 
adventures, and allows you to dial in the right 
layering combinations. Hobie spray jackets, 
sport shirts and wetsuits can be found in the 
accessories catalog.

life Vest
Stay safe with approved PFDs. High-quality 
construction available in several models and 
colors to fit you and your Hobie style!

Child/Youth life Vest
Keep the little ones safe with approved and 
easily adjustable life jackets.
#SBV3120YEL (30 to 50 lbs)
#SBV3122YEL (50 to 90 lbs)

Mirage Dodger
The Dodger helps keep you dry when the chop 
is up, or during stormy kayaking trips.
#72721 – Silver
#72722 – Yellow
#72720 – Camo
Fits Sport, Outback, Revolution and Adventure
#72730001 – Yellow/Adventure Island
#72730002 – Silver/Adventure Island
#72730003 – Camo/Pro Angler

MirageDrive stow Bag
Protect your MirageDrive...and other 
goods in your car from the drive! This 
heavy-duty Cordura and mesh bag fits the 
complete MirageDrive with standard fins 
or the ST Turbo length.
#80024 – MirageDrive Bag

Mirage sail Kit
Comes with two-piece mast, a 20.25 ft2 sail, 
cordage, fittings and a storage bag.
#84513001 – Turquoise/Papaya
#84514001 – White/Red
#84515001 – White/Turquoise
#84516001 – Silver/White
#79052202 – i Series Sail – Turquoise/Papaya
#79052203 – i Series Sail – White/Turquoise  
#79052204 – i Series Sail – Silver/White

See Parts and Accessories Catalog on website for more details.

Hobie trailex trailers
This lightweight aluminum trailer system can 
be ordered in three different configurations 
to accommodate up to four boats. 
Aluminum construction ensures corrosion 
resistance, and a sturdy build delivers a 
smooth, dependable ride.

Recreation Packages
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HOBIE FISHING ACCESSORIES

Ultimate Kayak 
Navigation Package
Lowrance GPS, RAM GPS mount, 
Ritchie Compass
#72020033 – Ultimate Kayak Navigation Package

safety Package
Hobie Safety Kit, Safety flag, 
HydroStar light
#72020026 – Safety Package

See Parts and Accessories Catalog on website for more details.

t-shirt 
Loyalty starts at your dresser drawer. Multiple 
designs and colors available to fit your lifestyle.
#5146-Blk
#5147-Wht
#5148-Cyan

Hobie Drift Chute
Perfectly control your drifting speed with this 
handy sea anchor. 
#72020009 – Hobie Drift Chute

livewell
This clever, quiet, 8-gallon unit is custom-designed 
to work with most all Hobie kayaks. Accommodates 
three rods, and comes fully assembled (including 
batteries and charger). Two more optional rod 
holders may be added.
#72020007 – Hobie Livewell

Rod Holder Extension
Easily slides into your boat’s existing molded rod 
holders to add security, and to help hold reels 
higher above the water.
#72020014 – Hobie Rod Holder Extension

Anchor Kit
Stay put when you want to with this three-pound 
folding anchor. Kit includes 50 feet of line and a 
zippered stowage bag with end clips.
#80035A – Anchor Kit

Hobie Rod leash
It’s one thing if “the big one” gets away; it’s a 
different story if you lose your favorite rod. Secure it 
with this leash.
#74052001 – Hobie Rod Leash

Gear Bucket
The ultimate utility tray. Perfectly organizes tackle, 
tools, parts and easily fits into existing 8" Twist and 
Seal hatches.
#71704001 – Hobie Gear Bucket
#71704021 – Deep Hobie Gear Bucket

Anchor trolley Kit
Clever messenger-cable system easily 
allows you to set your anchor, deploy 
your sea anchor or Stake-Out Pole from 
the cockpit. Makes it a cinch to perfectly 
position your boat without having to 
shimmy forward or aft to fasten lines.
#72020008 – Anchor Trolley Kit

stake-Out Pole
Hold your position in shallow water with this 
vertical anchor. Just drive the pole into a 
sandy or muddy bottom and secure it to 
your bow, stern or Anchor Trolley Kit.
#72076001 – Stake-Out Pole

Hunting Accessories
Organize your gun kit and make yourself and 
your boat virtually disappear with Hobie’s hunting 
accessories. It’s the next best thing to an invisibility 
cloak.
#72020013 – Gun Mounts
#72720 – Dodger Camo
#72730003 – Dodger Camo (fits Pro Angler)

Inflatable life Jacket
Extremely lightweight, cooler and more 
comfortable than typical PFDs. Functional design 
for multiple types of water sports like fishing, 
kayaking, and sailing. 
#S6779RG - Red/Grey
#S6779TG - Tan/Grey

Hobie Hi-Back Fisherman
Ready and loaded, this new fishing and hunting 
vest is the ideal PFD. Comfort, safety, with all the 
necessities close at hand.
#S6148XXX – Hi-Back Fisherman/Mango
#S6149XXX – Hi-Back Fisherman/Cactus
(XXX = size – SMD/LXL/XXL)

sidekick
Perfect for anyone seeking more stability. Fits 
most all Hobie kayaks and works with other kayak 
designs as well.
#72062101 Sidekick Ama Kit – Light Grey
#72063101 Sidekick Ama Kit – Dark Green

Mirage st turbo Kit
Boost your cruising and sprinting speeds with 
these bigger, sleeker fins. Compatible with all 
MirageDrives.
#72065 – Mirage ST Turbo Kit
#72066001 – V2 Version(2009 and newer)
*Includes two fins and two longer masts.

Kayak Customization Package
Customize your kayaking experiences by 
swapping out the standard stock thread-in 
fittings with these optional attachment points. 
Looks cool and adds ease-of-use.
#72020023 – Kayak Customizing Package

Ultimate Fishing Package
Fishfinder package, Hobie Gear Bucket 
(3 packs), RAM Tube Rod Holder, 
Anchor Trolley Kit, (2) Hobie rod holder 
extensions, (2) Rod leashes
#72020021 – Ultimate Fishing Package

Fishfinder Package
Includes Lowrance X-4 Pro Fishfinder, 
Ram Mount and Hobie installation kit 
(kayak specific).
#72020020 – Fishfinder Package

Fly Fishing Package
Hobie Sidekick, Ram fly-rod holder, Large 
Hobie Gear Keeper
#72020022 – Fly Fishing Package

Recreation Packages Fishing Packages
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HOBIE KAYAKING + FISHING FLEET

Crew

Length

Width

Capacity

Fitted Hull Weight

Fully Rigged Weight

Colors

Crew

Length

Width 

Capacity

Fitted Hull Weight

Fully Rigged Weight

Colors

sport

Page 6

Single

9' 7" / 2.92 m

29.5" / 0.75 m

225 lbs / 102 kg #

53 lbs / 24.04 kg

66.3 lbs / 30.07 kg

i9s    

Page 32

Single

9' / 2.74 m

36" / 0.91 m

325 lbs / 147 kg 

48.5 lbs / 22 kg

66.5 lbs / 30.16 kg

Outback

Page 8

Single

12' 1" / 3.68 m

33" / 0.84 m

400 lbs / 181 kg #

75 lbs / 34.02 kg

88.3 lbs / 40.05 kg

i12s

Page 34

Single

12' / 3.66 m

36" / 0.91 m

500 lbs / 227 kg 

61.5 lbs / 27.9 kg

80.5 lbs / 36.51 kg

Revolution 11

Page 10

Single

11' 6" / 3.51 m

29" / 0.74 m

275 lbs / 125 kg #

57 lbs / 25.85 kg

70.3 lbs / 31.89 kg

i14t

Page 36

Tandem

14' / 4.3 m

36" / 0.91 m

550 lbs / 249 kg 

70.5 lbs / 31.98 kg

102 lbs / 46.26 kg

Mirage series

Inflatable series

Revolution 13

Page 12

Single

13' 5" / 4.09 m

28.5" / 0.72 m

350 lbs / 159 kg #

69.5 lbs / 31.52 kg

82.8 lbs / 37.56 kg

Outfitter

Page 16

Tandem

12' 8" / 3.86 m

34" / 0.86 m

425 lbs / 193 kg # * 

86 lbs / 39.01 kg

111.6 lbs / 50.62 kg

Pro Angler series

Pro Angler 12

Page 28

Single

12' / 3.66 m

36" / 0.91 m

500 lbs / 227 kg #

98 lbs / 44.4 kg

120 lbs / 54.4 kg

Pro Angler 14

Page 30

Single

13' 8" / 4.17 m

38" / 0.97 m

600 lbs / 272 kg #

110 lbs / 49.9 kg

138 lbs / 62.6 kg

Golden 
Papaya

Red
Hibiscus

Ivory 
Dune

Caribbean 
Blue

Golden 
Papaya

Red
Hibiscus

Ivory 
Dune

Olive

Mirage series Island series

Caribbean 
Blue

Golden 
Papaya

Red
Hibiscus

Ivory 
Dune

Olive
(Quests Only)

 Paddle series

DuneYellow Olive

 Pro Angler series

Sundance Sage

Inflatable series

Colors
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Adventure

Page 20

Single

16' / 4.88 m

27.5" / 0.7 m

350 lbs / 159 kg # 

75.5 lbs / 34.25 kg

88.8 lbs / 40.28 kg

Adventure Island

Page 22

Single

16' / 4.88 m

w/ Amas In: 42" / 1.06 m
w/ Amas Out: 9' 4" / 2.84 m

350 lbs / 159 kg #

86.5 lbs / 39.24 kg

115 lbs / 52.16 kg

tandem Island

Page 26

Tandem

18' 6" / 5.64 m

w/ Amas In: 4' / 1.22 m
w/ Amas Out: 10' / 3.05 m

600 lbs / 272 kg #

124 lbs / 56.25 kg

190 lbs / 86.18 kg

Island series

Paddle series

lanai

Page 39

Single

9' / 2.74 m

30" / 0.76 m

250 lbs / 113 kg #

45.5 lbs / 20.64 kg 

50.7 lbs / 23.00 kg

Quest 11

Page 40

Single

11' 1" / 3.38 m

29" / 0.74 m

300 lbs / 136 kg #

52.5 lbs / 23.81 kg 

57.7 lbs / 26.17 kg

Quest 13

Page 41

Single

13' / 3.96 m

28.5" / 0.72 m

350 lbs / 159 kg #

66 lbs / 29.94 kg 

71.2 lbs / 32.30 kg

Kona

Page 42

Tandem

11' 6" / 3.51 m

34" / 0.86 m

425 lbs / 193 kg #

67.5 lbs / 30.62 kg 

77.5 lbs / 35.15 kg

Odyssey

Page 43

Tandem

14' / 4.27 m

33" / 0.84 m

550 lbs / 249 kg #

78.5 lbs / 35.61 kg 

88.5 lbs / 40.14 kg

Oasis

Page 18

Tandem

14' 6" / 4.42 m

33" / 0.84 m

550 lbs / 249 kg # *

89 lbs / 40.37 kg

114.6 lbs / 51.98 kg

- Fitted Hull Weight: Includes all permanently-attached standard 
features (e.g., hatches, handles, rudder, hardware).

- Fully Rigged Weight: Includes the Fitted Hull Weight, plus all 
other standard features that are removable, e.g. MirageDrive, seat, 
paddles, gear bucket, cassette plug, PA (removable liner), Islands 
(sail, amas, akas, daggerboard). 

Notes
All colors, graphics and specifications of all 
models are subject to change without notice.

Published boat dimensions are estimated 
and may deviate slightly due to unavoidable 
manufacturing variables.

# Meets NMMA (National Marine Manufacturers 
 Association) certification for for flotation.

* See website for info on load distribution
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HOBIE CAt AUstRAlAsIA
Huskisson, New South Wales

Australia
1-800-4-HOBIE

hobiecat.com.au

HOBIE CAt COMPANY
Oceanside, CA

U.S.A.
1-800-HOBIE-49
hobiecat.com

HOBIE KAYAK EUROPE
Stellendam

The Netherlands
+31 (0) 187 499 440
hobie-kayak.com

Visit Your Nearest Dealer
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